Automatic mode switching of implantable pacemakers: II. Clinical performance of current algorithms and their programming.
While the hemodynamic and clinical significance of automatic mode switching (AMS) in patients with pacemakers has been demonstrated, the clinical behavior of AMS algorithms differ widely according to the manufacturers and pacemaker models. In general, a "rate-cutoff" detection method of atrial tachyarrhythmias provides a rapid AMS onset and resynchronization to sinus rhythm at the termination of atrial tachyarrhythmias, but may cause intermittent oscillations between the atrial tracking and AMS mode. This can be minimized with a "counter" of total number of high rate events before the AMS occurs. The use of a "running average" algorithm results in more stable rate control during AMS by reducing the incidence of oscillations, but at the expense of delayed AMS onset and resynchronization to sinus rhythm. Algorithms may be combined to fine tune the AMS response and to avoid rapid fluctuation in pacing rate. Appropriate programming of atrial sensitivity, and the avoidance of ventriculoatrial cross-talk are essential for optimal AMS performance.